It is obvious Ugandans are the most patient people on planet earth. We do not attach this fact to cultural background, but rather prolonged poverty cuddled with illusion from scammers in Pentecostal churches and self-styled prophets, crafty witchdoctors, illusive motivational speakers, blatant liars in political positions and false Islamic Sheikhs. The grand scam machine has taught Ugandans to take up any form of Nonsense as long as false drums of false hope are sound loudly on radios, televisions, print media and social media. The mantra therefore goes; “Be Patient, Your Time Will Come!” None of the scammers shall tell you that patience translates to loss of time, loss of opportunity, loss of money and increase in age which also translates to increase in poverty.

**Highlights of the Dictator’s Crap**

1. **Fundamental change versus change of Guards.** Hence the 10Points Programme. Today, the fundamental change is far worse than the change of guards. Everything serves the BCD agenda!

2. Promised to rule for only 10 years, because Africa’s problem has always been leaders who overstay in power. He is now 34 years in power and he needs 16 years more to sum up to 50 years. He is now the African Problem but still Ugandans are looking on.

3. He has always been the top agitator to amend the Ugandan constitution several times only to service his greed rather than the need of the nation. He started with the removal of term limits soon before his final term expired. He agitated the removal of the age limit as he was pushing for his final term. This is undesirable for Africa as a continent where politics is run on tribal, religious and wealth basis. Overstay is a recipe for a disastrous civil war. But still, Ugandans are asleep.

4. **Uganda suffers terminal corruption fully orchestrated by the first family.** There is a scandal after the other and it goes unpunished. Those that the first family uses to implement the corruption acts are the one arrested and convicted yet in reality, the convicted do not even share 1% of the grab. This is widely known but Ugandans still, are too lazy to do anything about it.
5. **The dictator has killed millions starting with Luweero Triangle.** Natives in Luweero had no idea that the NRA had one option to mobilize civilians to join the rebel forces; “To commit atrocities in the name of government forces in order to compel natives to wilfully join the rebellion. This Rwandan refugee called Museveni killed over a million Baganda to get power. After seizing power, he went further and killed all Baganda forces which Kayiira commanded before moving to the Northern part of the country to massacre the Langis, Acholis, Kakwas, Alurs, the Lugbaras and recently the kasese massacre. As if that was not enough, he went ahead and massacres Congolese, Rwandese, South Sudanese, Somalians and Kenyans through covert orchestrated terror attacks. This is no longer hidden history, but Ugandans are still patient.

6. **The Police command posts are now filled with the army and to be more specific; it is Special Forces Command in charge of police.** Their work is not to keep law and order as their mandate is to kill. So, anyone who is not aligned with the dictator is treated as a rebel whom the army without trial sentences to death. Still, Ugandans are so patient that they cannot take a single action to carry the martyrs to the streets of Kampala. They simply talk and call that action.

7. **ISO, SFC, CMI and Police kidnap torture and kill.** Ugandans are fully aware of this but still chicken out and assume that that is being patient.

8. **The dictator is fully aware that the young cannot vote for this old, inept, sickly and panting NRM / BCD terror regime. He has therefore instructed the Electoral Commission to stop registering new voters who count up to one million and the dictator has further tasked the same institution to eliminate at least 40% of names of voters who age below 35years by the voting date in 2021.** Ugandans are aware of this, but they still cannot plot anything.

9. **Kasese massacre is the archetypal of what the dictator can do in a scenario leading to his loss of power.** Any Ugandan who needs peace must oust the dictator now **or at least one million Ugandans are to die if we wait!** It might be you reading this! Your family, friend or relative.

10. **The dictator has rigged the vote from 2001 and by now, he is mastery in rigging elections.** He fears protests because he knows that it is the most effective way to oust him in just a few weeks like it happened to Bashir, Gadhafi among other such dictators. Ugandans would rather wait and lose one million people in 10 years than lose 500 people in two months and save 999,500 lives.

**NOTE:** One thing that has not come to the consciousness of sober Ugandans is the answer to this question: **WHEN DO THE PROTESTORS OVERCOME ARMED FORCES?** The answer is: **AS SOON AS PROTESTERS BECOME TOO SERIOUS TO QUIT.** Fear has totally blunted all the sharp minds of Ugandans. Very few are fully aware that Gadhafi needed 100 folds of the effort needed to oust Dictator Museveni. Omar Bashir required 20folds the efforts needed to oust dictator Museveni. To make it simpler; where it took 100 days for Gadhafi to fall, it requires just one day defeating Museveni. Where it took 20 days to fail Bashir, Museveni fails in just one day.

Ugandans, where are you? Are you aware that there are a few differences between civilians and armed personnel? Let us list just a few….

1. One is in uniform the other is not.
2. Armed personnel act on orders with higher chances that such orders are selfish and irrational while the other acts on the will to have a better life.
3. While both suffer from the same plight, armed personnel suffer thrice harder because ordinary armed personnel have the most miserable families back home. Their wives struggle to survive, and their children often drop out of school.
4. Except for a few brutes in the armed forces, majority love civilians and do act on orders which are often against their rational will. Etc…
In summary, there are more similarities than differences…. If qualified terrorists cannot exterminate people, the 1945 atomic bombs have survivors, the 9/11 terrorist attacks on US have survivors; what makes you think that these mal-treated, underfunded armed forces have the will to kill Ugandans on behalf of their greedy, heartless, wealthy yet selfish and tribal BCD masters? Negative!

We can assure you that once a conflict breaks up, all you are going to see are dead bodies of the Bahima army and police Commanders in offices, mansions, streets and on their farms. The silent revolution in apparent in the armed forces and this is the reason behind the frequent transfers within the army and all commanded and controlled by Special Forces (SFC) under the command of the inept drunkard Muhoozi Kainesatani; all that is waited for is the people to become one and take action.

**HOW FALSE PASTORS AND THE CLERGY PLAY THE GAME FOR THE DICTATOR**

You have just witnessed the function at which the new Archbishop was crowned. You witnessed how the government invested a lot on money and ensured that the presence of government official is visible.

The greatest cover all dictators on earth have used most frequently and effectively is GOD. They always claim that GOD brought them and therefore, Him alone could take them. Obviously, the sheeple, simpletons, idiots and morons would simply cheer AMEN. Did Allah take out Gadhafi or Libyans with NATO support did? Did God take Omar Bashir, or the Sudanese people did? Did God overthrow Mugabe or the Military and top politicians did? Okay, if that sounds weird; did Allah bring Gadhafi by assassinating his uncle and massacring over 5,000 Libyans? Did Allah bring Omar Bashir and therefore order the massive crimes he committed against the people of Sudan especially South Sudan? What makes one think that God brought Museveni through massacring over 800,000 people in Luweero Triangle; and after taking power, he killed more than 300,000 northerners; embarked on the most powerful corruption and looting rampage Uganda had never seen and now he plots to end 1,000,000 lives only to stay in power?

Has any rational person ever thought that the DEVIL can masquerade as God, appoints political leaders, builds churches, anoints pastors and prophets, sets up sects of crusaders, terrorists and Jihadists then martyrdoms???? Has not any Ugandan thought of that? What do you see in Pastors whose role is to cow down the masses; blames the people for confronting evil killer armed forces, host the corrupt and bless them abundantly? You think the Bible, Quran and Torah lied when they warned of false prophets, teachers and rulers who shall reign in GOD’s name? Did not God warn you to differentiate the works of the Devil from HIS by the fruits the works bear? Is corruption, looting, torture, murder, assassination, lying, abuse, arrogance, hyperthermia, land grabbing, etc… fruits of God from a God crowned leader?

Still, Ugandans will do the same old failed tactics repeatedly. They will move from one church to another looking for miracles and the DEVIL loves exactly that! Humans are in thrall of their own foolishness. Armed personnel live a devastating social lifestyle, but they will fight for the same regime suppressing them against new game changers.

The congregants continue to rot in poverty and deteriorating health conditions; kids dropping out of school, but they will forever continue to worship pastors who wrapped them in a permanent veil of lies and false hope. So, has dictator Museveni!

**DECLARATION OF WAR**

Uganda Federal Defense Force (UFDF) is therefore declaring war against this murderous, repressive-brutal regime as of 00:01Hrs, March/03/2020. The following are not welcome….

1. Those that sleep in bars and all the party animals…
2. Those that sleep in Churches worshiping Pastors Ordained by the dictator ….
3. Those that feel comfortable with the regime, and
4. Those that hate change.
The Self Defense Project: All rational Ugandans are welcome to this struggle and self-defence should be the first project. By defending yourself, you are going to defend the country…

Traders and Street vendors… You have suffered for so long from the wrath of KCCA enforcers. Be aware that anytime anything can erupt and be ready to encounter these brute forces. Control your emotional reactions and instead apply some skills. These enforcers only operate with basic skills which can easily be countered by the mob or skilful swarming. Identify all state operatives within your circles, tit mark them and handle them accordingly at due time.

Taxi operators: Beware that the Dictator’s sister, Violet Kajubiri is bringing the buses to end the taxi business. If they do not give you viable alternatives, you do not give chance to these buses to operate.

The first lady, mother-killer has changed the curriculum and removed Buganda and Bunyoro History. How about that? This corrupt mother Killer is making Chinese language compulsory and none of the dominant local language! Chinese? For what? Who needs these miserable Chinese looking for survival because their country can no longer hold their population? Chinese are busy doing business here without knowing a single word in any local dialect or English. What has Uganda got to do with China apart from the corrupt selfish leaders?

Of all races you bring the Chinese who are here to loot, rob, molest Ugandans, rape our girls and sisters and destroy our environment? This greedy NRM regime is sickening! These yellow beings must all be cleansed off our country together with the dictator and his terror group, NRM/BCD.

All activists should desist from gathering anywhere without exit or counter measure plans, belts, camera tripod stands, pens, heel shoes and a lot of wearable stuff can be used in self-defense to encounter these monsters. More so lone movements should be avoided. For the situations where police foment violence, be ready to charge by throwing to them whatever you can get your hands on. Most sprays are flammable should they be exposed to light. Cigarette lighters are cheap to buy. Some painkillers dissolved in mineral water if poured into someone’s eyes won’t leave him the same.

We have taken major key positions, anytime and our air power is going to overwhelm the corrupt and pro-dictator, BCD/UPDF/SFC commanders.

Our operatives are already in the country training activists how to make and operate home-made weapons to enhance self-defence and on our advantage; a large section of UPDF is pro-people. It happened in Sudan under our supervision and Uganda will not be any different.

WAR TIME: Ugandans have had enough of the detrimental acts of the regime which have not only destroyed our country, but it has stalled the future of this great nation. All avenues have proven ineffective because the dictator seized the law of the land and he therefore operates above the law. We therefore take the official position to dislodge this Junta NRA/NRM/BCD regime.

THE REVOLUTION IS RIPE!!!!

FOR GOD AND MY COUNTRY

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

… Col. Segujja Joseph Patrick …

… Mwanje John Bosco …
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